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Let A be a Mori domain. We show here that the complete integral closure A* is completely in- 
tegrally closed provided A is seminormal and that A** is always completely integrally closed. On 
the other hand, in general A* need be neither completely integrally closed nor Mori. In order to 
obtain such examples we define and study power functions. 
0. Introduction 
It is well known that the complete integral closure A* of a domain A need not 
be completely integrally closed [6, Example 1, p. 3541. We show here that if A is 
Mori, then A* is not necessarily completely integrally closed or Mori, thus answering 
a question of Professor Valentina Barucci (UniversitB di Roma “La Sapienza”). On 
the positive side, for any Mori domain A, the domain A** is completely integrally 
closed (for short, c.i.c.). IfA is Mori and seminormal, thenA*is c.i.c. (see Section 1). 
In order to construct a Mori domain A such that A*#A**, we first remark that 
for any domain A, we have 
A* = U (m2i,nw, 
x, y nonzero 
elements in A 
where A, is the prime ring contained in A (this follows from the fact that if u is a 
nonzero element in A*, then there are nonzero elements x and y in A such that 
u =x/y and x”” /y”eA for all n; thus u~(&[x, y],nA)*). This remark leads us 
to consider in Section 4 certain subrings of D[X, Y] y for a domain D and to define 
power functions. Furthermore, since being completely integral closed and the Mori 
property are multiplicative properties of a domain, we deal here not just with ring 
power functions (in Section 4) but also with semigroup power functions (in Section 3). 
We recall that a Mori domain is a domain satisfying the ascending chain condition 
on integral divisorial ideals. For background on Mori domains see [7]. For complete 
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integral closure, see e.g. [5, $13; 31. All rings here are commutative with unit, unless 
specified otherwise. If T is a subset of a domain A with quotient field K, we denote 
by (A : T) the set {xe K: XT CA}, as is usual. 
A domain A is archimedean if n;= i x”A = 0 for all nonunits x of A. 
1. When is A* c.i.c.? 
As background to this section, see [4, $121. 
Lemma 1.1. Let A be any domain, x and y nonzero elements of A. The following 
conditions are equivalent : 
(1) There is a kz0 such that (x”+~/~“)EA for all nz0; 
(2) There is an r-20 such that (x”+‘/y”)’ E A for all n. 
Proof. (1) * (2). For a given m, put n=mk to get (x~+‘/~~)~EA for all m. 
(2) * (1). Let k = 3r. Given an n, divide it with remainder by r to get n = rm + s 
(Ols<r). We have (x n + 3’/y”) = (x” + 1 /ym)‘. (x2’/y’). xs. y’-’ E A because xZr/yr E A 
(put n = 1 in (2)). Cl 
The conditions of the previous lemma imply that (x/y)~A*. As a direct conse- 
quence of this lemma, we obtain (in the same notation) that if A is root closed and 
if for some k, (x “k/yn) E A for all n, then (x”+l /y”) E A for all n. As remarked by 
Professor D.F. Anderson (University of Tennessee, Knoxville), the root closure 
assumption here and in the sequel may be weakened to seminormality (see the next 
lemma, Lemma 1.1 will not be used anymore). We recall that a domain A is semi- 
normal if and only if for any element q in its quotient field, if q2 and q3 are in A, 
then q is in A [9]. Equivalently A is seminormal e if qn E A for q in the quotient 
field of A and n%-0, then qeA. 
Lemma 1.2. Let x and y be nonzero elements of a seminormal domain A. If for 
some k, (x *‘k/yn) E A for all n 2 1, then (xn+‘/yn) E A for all n. 
Proof. For all nrl and jzk, (x”+j/y’)~A and so (x”“/y”)j=(x’j”/y”j)~A. 
Since A is seminormal it follows that (xn+‘/yn) EA for all nr0. 0 
Lemma 1.3. Let A be any domain and u a nonzero element in its quotient field. 
(1) If the chain of ideals Z,, in A, where Z, = nyzO (Au’fl A), is stationary, then 
there is a k such that (x n+k/yn) E A for all n and all nonzero x and y in A with 
u =x/y. In this case, u E A*. 
(2) Assume that A is seminormal. Then, the sequence of ideals Z,, = nyzO (Au-‘ fl A) 
is stationary ti Z,, = I, for all n I 1 u yu” E A for all n and for any element y of A 
such that yu E A H (x n”/y”) E A for all x and y with u =x/y and all n. 
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Proof. Assume Z, = Z, for n I k. For x and y such that u =x/y, we have yk E Zk , so 
yk E Z,, for all n and the lemma easily follows from Lemma 1.2. q 
As mentioned in the introduction, if A is any domain and IA EA*, then there are 
elements x and y#O in A with u =x/y such that (xn+‘/y”) EA for all n. 
The next proposition is a consequence of Lemma 1.2 taking into account the fact 
that, in the notation of this lemma, if UEA*, then nr=r Z,#O, and so that if A is 
Mori, the chain Z, is stationary. 
Proposition 1.4. Let x and y be nonzero elements of a Mori domain A. Then 
x/y E A* w there is a k I 0 such that (x n’k/yn)~A for all n. Zf A is Mori and 
seminormal, then X/YEA* * (x”+‘/y”)~A for all n. 0 
Theorem 1.5. Let Cc B be domains with the same quotient field, C not necessarily 
with unit. Assume that B is seminormal and also that if x/y E B*, where x and y are 
nonzero elements of C, then (x n’ “/y”) E B for some k and for all n. Then B* is 
completely integrally closed. 
Proof. Let u be an element of B **. Then there are elements x and y # 0 in C such 
that u =x/y. There is a nonzero element d in C such that d(x”/y”) E B* for all n. 
We have, by assumption and by Lemma 1.2, that (dxfl)m’l/ym’ E B for all m and 
n. For any m z 0 and for n 2 m + 1 we obtain (dxm+‘/ym)” E B, and so dxm+‘/ym = 
dx(x/y)” E B because B is seminormal. We conclude that u E B*, so B* is c.i.c. 0 
Theorem 1.6. Zf A is a seminormal Mori domain, then A* is completely integrally 
closed. 
Proof. Use Proposition 1.4 and Theorem 1.5 with C= B=A. q 
We recall that if A is a seminormal, or even integrally closed, domain then A* 
is not necessarily c.i.c. (For even stronger results see [7].) 
We abbreviate the ascending chain condition on principal ideals by a.c.c.p. 
Example 1.7. (An integrally closed domain A with a.c.c.p. such that A* is not com- 
pletely integrally closed.) Let K be a field and let I’, U, T, {Zr / t-2 l} be indeter- 
minates over K. Let A4 be the set of monomials of the form YkUmT”ZI1*..Z:, 
where k,m,n,r and il ,..., i, are nonnegative integers with i,>O, and satisfying 
nsk+mr(if r=O, we put Zf’ .a .Z: = 1). Set A = K [Ml. Clearly A4 is multiplicatively 
closed and so A4 is the set of monomials belonging to A. Also, M is integrally closed, 
so A is integrally closed [4, Corollary 12.11(2)]. 
Let a, (n 2 1) be nonzero elements in A such that a,, 1 a,, 1 in A for all n. As 
K[Y, U, T, (Zr 1 r2 l}] satisfies a.c.c.p., for n&O, we have a,=a,a,+l, where a, is 
an invertible element in K[Y, U, T, {Z, ( r-2 l]]. Thus (Y, EK and A satisfies a.c.c.p. 
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We now show that TEA** \ A*, so A* is not c.i.c. We have by definition that 
UmT”rZ,.=Z,.(UT’)m~A for all mz0 and rll; hence UT’EA* for all r and so 
TEA**. Nevertheless, T$A* for otherwise there is a nonzero element f in A such 
that f T” E A for all n 2 0. Replace f by any monomial occurring in f, thus we may 
assume that f is a monomial, so f EM. Let f= YkU”‘TjZfl...Z:, where i,>O or 
Zfl ***Zj = 1. As f T” EM, we obtain the contradiction j + n I k + mr for all n. 
Theorem 1.8. (Cf. [6, Proposition 41 for the case that A is integrally closed.) If A 
is a seminormal domain with nonzero pseudoradical, then A* is completely integral- 
ly closed. 
Proof. In Theorem 1.5, let C be the pseudoradical of A and let B=A. Let x and 
y # 0 be elements of C such that x/y E A *. Thus d(x”/y”) E A for some nonzero d 
in C and for all n. As x is in the pseudoradical of A, there is a k such that xk E Ad, 
so for all n, x n+k/yn E A. By Theorem 1.5, A* is c.i.c. q 
Consider the following property for a domain A (cf. [4, $121): 
If x/y E A*, where x and y are nonzero elements of A, then (x’+~/Y~) E 
A for some k and for all n. 
In other words, property (qi) means that if x/y E A*, where x and y are nonzero 
elements of A, then d(x/y)” EA for all n, where d can be taken both as a power of 
x and as a power of y. For a reformulation of property (9,) see Lemma 1.1 above. 
For example, if x and y are nonzero elements of a seminormal domain A with pro- 
perty (pi), then x/YEA* H x”+l /y” E A for all rz. If A* also satisfies property (pi), 
then x/y E A** * X(‘“+I)(n+l),/ymn E A for all positive m and n. 
By Theorem 1.5 for B= C= A, we have the following: 
Theorem 1.9. Let A be a seminormal domain with property (9,). Then A*= 
A**. q 
The next lemma shows that property (9,) for a domain A is a consequence of 
the following property: 
(92) For given nonzero elements a and b in A, there exists m = m(a, b) such 
that if a 1 b”c in A for some c in A and nz0, then a 1 PC. 
By [7, Corollary 2.51, any Mori domain satisfies property (Yz). Hence Theorem 
1.9 implies Theorem 1.6. 
Lemma 1.10. Let Cc B be domains with unit and with the same quotient field. 
Assume that for given nonzero elements a and b in C there exists m = m(a, b) such 
that if a 1 b”u in B for some u in B and n 2 1, then a / b”u in B. If x/y E B*, where 
x and y are nonzero elements of C, then (x”+~ /y”) E B for some k and for all n. 
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Proof. Let (x/u) E B*, where x and y are nonzero elements of C. There is a nonzero 
element z in C such that z(x”/y”) E B for all n. Let zx” = u,y” (n 2 0, U, E B). As 
z 1 u,yn in B, by assumption there is a k?O such that z 1 u,yk for all n. We have 
(u,y”/z)=(~“/y”~~)~B, so (.x’+~/~~)EB for all n. 0 
Lemma 1.11. Let A be a domain with property (sl,). For any nonzero elements a 
and b of A, let m(a, b) be minimal such that property (&) holds with respect to 
these elements. Then for any nonzero elements a, a’ and b of A, we have m(aa’, b) I 
m(a,b)+m(a’,b). In particular, for any kr0 we have m(ak,b)Skm(a,b). 
Proof. Let aa’ ) cb” for some c in A and n 2 0. Thus a 1 cb”, and so a 1 cbm(a,b). Fur- 
thermore, if nrm(a, b), then a’ ) (cbm(a,b)/a)b”-“(“b). Hence a’ 1 (cbm(Gb)/a)bm(a:b), 
aa’ 1 cb m(a,b)+m(a:b), and the lemma follows. q 
Lemma 1.12. Let A be a domain with property (92). For any nonzero elements a 
and b in A, c in A* and ~120, if a ( cb” in A*, then a I cbm(a,b) in A*, where m(a, b) 
is defined in the previous lemma. 
Proof. Let m = m(a, 6) and let n 2 0. There is a nonzero element d in A such that 
dck and d(cb”/a)k belong to A for all k. Thus ak 1 (dck)bnk in a for all k. By the 
previous lemma, we obtain ak I (dck)bmk in A, hence d(cbm/a)k belongs to A for all 
k, so cb”/a E A* as claimed. Cl 
In spite of the previous lemma, it is not clear that if a domain A satisfies property 
(&), then the domain A* also satisfies this property. 
Theorem 1.13. Let A be a domain with property (Y2). Then A** is completely in- 
tegrally closed. 
Proof. In Theorem 1.5 let C=A, B=A*, and use Lemmas I .lO and 1.12 (note that 
A* is seminormal, in fact even integrally closed). 0 
As any Mori domain satisfies property (9)2), we obtain: 
Theorem 1.14. For any Mori domain A, the domain A** is completely integrally 
closed. 
Property (PZ) is much weaker than the Mori property. In fact, as shown below, 
this property does not imply even the archimedean property. On the other hand, 
(PZ) is not implied by a.c.c.p. (Example 1.16 below). 
Example 1.15. (An integrally closed domain A which is not archimedean, but which 
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satisfies (&).) Let A =K[Y, {X/Yn}nko], where K is a field. As (X/Y”) EA for all 
n, we see that A is not archimedean and thus not Mori, 
A is integrally closed because the multiplicative closure of the set {Y, (X/Y”): n 2 
0} is integrally closed [4, Corollary 12.11(2)]. 
We now prove that A satisfies @&). Let f(X, Y) be a nonzero rational function 
in A. If f is not divisible by X in A, then f(0, Y) is a polynomial. Denote the least 
power of Y occurring in the polynomial f(0, Y) by p(f); if f is divisible by X in A, 
define ,u(f) = 00. Thus p(f) = sup{n 1 Y” / f in A}. Clearly if f and g are nonzero 
elements of A, then f 1 g in A Q f 1 g in K[X, Y], and ,u(f)<p(g). 
Now let f and g be given nonzero elements of A. Since the domain K[X, Y], is 
noetherian, it satisfies (9$), so there is a positive integer m such that if f) g”h in 
K[X, Y], for some n r0 and h EK[X, Y],, then f 1 g”h in K[X, Y],. If p(g)> 0, 
that is, g is divisible by Yin A, set m = max(m,,p(f )/p(g)). If p(g) = 0, set m = mo. 
Assume that f / g”h for some n 2 0 and h E A. Then f 1 g”h in K[X, Y] r. Moreover 
~(f)~~(g”h)=n~(g)+,4h). If p(g)=O, then ~(f)~,Mh)=~(gmh). If p(g)>O, 
then ,u(f)<m,u(g) (p(g”h). In any case f I gmh in A. We conclude that A satisfies 
(92). 
Example 1.16. (An integrally closed domain A which satisfies a.c.c.p., but not 
(y2).> Let X, Y, {Z, I n? l} b e indeterminates over a field K. Let MO be the set of 
all rational functions in K(X, Y, {Z, / n2 l}) of the form (Y”@)/Xb, where a and b 
are integers, ar 0 and @ # 1 is a monomial in the indeterminates Z,, Z2, ,.. (that is, 
a product of these indeterminates with nonnegative powers), such that if IZ is the 
minimal integer for which Z,, occurs in @, then arnb. Let M=M,U {l} and 
A =K[M]. 
It follows from the definitions that M is multiplicatively closed, so any generaliz- 
ed monomial (that is, a product of the indeterminates with integral, not necessarily 
nonnegative, powers) in A necessarily belongs to M. In particular, for any n 10 we 
have that X I Y”Z, in A, but X j’ YmZ, for 0 5 m < n. Hence A does not satisfy 
(92). 
Clearly M is integrally closed, so A is integrally closed. 
On the other hand, given any element g = f/X” of A, where f is a polynomial, 
then for some n, X” does not divide g in A; otherwise, every generalized monomial 
occurring in f is divisible in A by X” for all n 10, which contradicts the definitions. 
As X is prime in D := K[X, Y, {Z, 1 rz? l}], A satisfies a.c.c.p. by the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 1.17. Let D be a domain with a.c.c.p. and letp be a nonzero prime element 
of D. Let A be a domain such that D c A 5 DP. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) A satisfies a. c. c.p. ; 
(2) A is archimedean; 
(3) there is no a# 0 in A such that (a/p”) E A for all n 10. 
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Proof. It is enough to prove that (3) * (1). Assume that A does not satisfy a.c.c.p. 
and let a,, be nonzero elements of A such that Aal zAa,s s.1 . By (3), for all rz we 
have a, = d,,pkn, where d,, ED, p j’ d, in D, and k, is an integer (possibly negative). 
As p is prime in D and AcD,, we obtain Ddl c Dd, c ... . As D satisfies a.c.c.p., 
we may assume that d, =d2=... . As Aal sAa2s..., it follows that k, >k2>...; 
thus d, is divisible in A by all powers of p, a contradiction. It follows that A 
satisfies a.c.c.p. 0 
2. Mori semigroups 
All semigroups in this paper are commutative. Generally we will use multiplicative 
notation. For background on semigroups, see [4]. We now present some definitions 
and results which we will use here. 
Let S be a semigroup and T, and T2 be subsets of S. We denote the set {x~S: 
XTZ~ T,} by (T, : T,),. 
Assume that S has a zero element 0 (that is, 0. s = 0 for all s in S; a zero element 
is unique). A set of the form ((0) : T)s, where TC S, is called an annihilator in S. 
If I,, Z, are annihilators in S, then I, c Z2 o (0 : 1,)s 2 (0 : Z&. Hence the a.m. and 
the d.c.c. on annihilators in S are equivalent. We denote this condition by CC’. 
Then S satisfies CC1 e for any elements U, and U, in S, if ~,ui=O for I ri<n, 
then u, u,, = 0 for n >> 0. 
Let S be a cancellative semigroup with quotient group G. We use the notation 
(T, : T2) for (Tl : T&. A fractional ideal of S is a nonempty subset Z of G which 
is closed under multiplication by elements in S and for which there is an element 
c in S such that cZ~ S. Thus an (integral) idea/ of S is a fractional ideal contained 
in S. A fractional ideal of the form Sx, where x E G, is called principal. A divisorial 
fractional ideal is a nonempty intersection of principal fractional ideals. Equivalent- 
ly, it is a nonempty set of the form (S : T), where TC G. The cancellative semigroup 
S is called a Mori semigroup if it satisfies the a.c.c. on integral divisorial ideals. 
Equivalently, S is Mori H S/Sa satisfies CCL for any a in S (cf. e.g. Theorem 2.2 
of [7] and its proof). Also, S is Mori 6 for any elements v, in G and u, in S 
(n=1,2,...)suchthat v,UiESfor l<i<n andalln, we have v,U,ESfor alln%-0. 
An ideal P of S is called prime if Pf S and for x and y in S, if xy E P, then x E P 
or y E P. An element p of S is called prime if the ideal Sp is prime. S is called fac- 
torial if it has a unit and every noninvertible element in S is a product of prime 
elements. Thus the factorial semigroups are the semigroups of the form GxF, 
where G is a group and F is a free commutative monoid. The semigroup S is called 
n -archimedean if S has a unit and for any noninvertible element x of S, nr= 1 Sx” = 
0. Thus a domain A is archimedean if and only if the multiplicative semigroup 
A \ (0) is fJ -archimedean. We recall that the root closure (= the integral closure) 
of a cancellative semigroup S is the set s of all elements x in G such that x” E S for 
some natural number n. The complete integral closure S* of S is the set of all 
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elements of G which are almost integral over S (which means that SX” E S for some 
s in S and all natural numbers n). Both S and S* are semigroups. The semigroup 
S is called root closed (or integrally closed) if S = S; it is called completely integrally 
closed (for short, c.i.c.) if S= S*. 
For any cancellative semigroup S and subsemigroup T, we denote by ST the 
localization of S at T, that is, the set of all elements in the quotient group of S of 
the form s/t, where s E S and t E T. Note that a cancellative semigroup with more 
than one element cannot have a zero element. 
A domain A is Mori if and only if the multiplicative semigroup A \ (0) is Mori. 
A similar remark holds for other properties, such as being root closed, c.i.c., or fac- 
torial. 
By examining proofs, it turns out that many results on rings with CC’ and on 
Mori domains can be formulated for semigroups. We have for example the follow- 
ing analog of [8, Theorem 1.21: 
Theorem 2.1. A cancellative semigroup S is Mori if and only if there exists a 
subsemigroup T of S with the following properties: 
(1) S, is factorial; 
(2) S/St satisfies CC’ for all t in T; 
(3) for a given s in S, there is a t = t(s) in T such that ifs / UC for some u in T 
and c in S, then s 1 tc. 
Let S be a cancellative semigroup. Let S, be the semigroup S modulo the 
equivalence relation - which is defined as follows: x-y if x and y divide each other 
in S. Thus S, is a partially ordered cancellative semigroup, where the partial order 
is induced by the divisibility relation in S. Then S is a Mori semigroup in the present 
sense if and only if Se is strongly Mori as a partially ordered semigroup in the sense 
of 17, §41. 
3. Semigroup power functions 
We denote by N the set of natural numbers (including 0). 
Let x and y be elements of a semigroup S. Assume that y is cancellative. We define 
the function Ys;X,y: N -tZU {co} as follows: !Ps;&n) = sup{n E Z: (xm/y”) E S} 
(here xm/yn belongs to the localization S,, of S). Clearly Ys; _,(m) 2 0 for all m > 0. 
S has an identity if and only if Ys,,(O)rO, if and only if Ys;,, is nonnegative. 
If S does not have an identity, then Gs; .JO) = - 1. If S has an identity, then clearly 
Ys,,(O)=O or 03, and Ys;,,(0)= 00 H y is invertible in S. Furthermore, if 
y is invertible, then Ys;X,y=cx). A cancellative semigroup with identity S is 
fI -archimedean * Ys; X, y is finite for all nonzero x, y in S with y noninvertible 
(note that for a given m, V/,,,,(m) is finite if and only if xm@ nT=, Sy”.) 
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A function @ : N -+ N U {a} will be called a semigroup power function (for 
short, a power function) if @ = Ys;., for some elements x and y in a semigroup S 
withy cancellative. All the power functions here will be assumed to be nonnegative. 
We denote by kl the semigroup {XmY”: rn E N, n E Z}, where X and Y are in- 
determinates. Thus ttvl is a semigroup isomorphic to the additive semigroup N x Z 
and so is factorial. Also tkl is c.i.c., and thus root closed. The elements of M will 
be called monomials. An element in the quotient group of kl will be called a 
generalized monomial. Thus a generalized monomial is an element of the form 
XmY”, where m and n are in Z. 
Let A4 be a subsemigroup of M containing X and Y. We denote the function 
yM;x,,by yM. 
On the other hand, for any function Q, : N --f R U { 03)) we denote the set of all 
monomials (Xm/Y”) in M such that nl@(m) by /1@. More generally, for any 
semigroup S, we adjoin to S indeterminates X and Y and define S@ as the 
semigroup generated over S by /1 @. If S=/l, the empty semigroup, this is consis- 
tent with our previous notation provided /1 ’ is a semigroup (see Theorem 3.1 
below). By definition, if S#A, then S@ =Sxll@, so this allows us in many in- 
stances to reduce the general case to the case S= /1. We have A’ =A[@], where [ ] 
denotes the integral part and [m] = 03. The class of semigroups of the type /1@, 
where CD is a power function equals the class of subsemigroups of IN1 which contain 
1, X and Y (if @ is a power function, by assumption, @rO, so 1 =X0/Y’, 
X=X1/Y’ and Y=X’/Y-’ belong to A@). For example, for @=O, /1@ is the 
subsemigroup of iM generated by 1, X and Y. For @= 00 we get A@ = tkl. 
For any subset M of kl, (M) will denote the subsemigroup of M generated by 
M (that is, the multiplicative closure of M). 
Theorem 3.1. Let @ : N + M U {w} be a function. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) @ is a semigroup power function. 
(2) CD is superadditive (that is, @(m + n) 1 Q(m) + Q(n) for all m, n in tN). 
(3) The set A@ is multiplicatively closed. 
(4) @ = Yin@, .
Proof. (1) * (2). Let @= Ys;x,y with y cancellative. Let m and n be in N. If Q(m) 
and G(n) are both finite, then (~~+~/y@(~)+@‘@)) E S, so @(m + n) 2 Q(m) + Q(n). 
As XES, @ is increasing, so we also obtain property (2) in the case that Q(m) or 
Q(n) is infinite. 
(2) * (3). If (X”l/Y”‘) and (XmZ/Yn2) are in /1@, then (Xml+m2/Yn1+n2)~/1@ 
because @(ml + m2) 5 @(ml) + @(mz) 2 nl + n2. Hence fl@’ is multiplicatively closed. 
(3) * (4).Letm~Nandn~ZLet !PY=Y~~@~. By definition, X”‘/Y” l /1@ # nl 
Q(m). On the other hand, as /1@ = (/1@ > contains Y and is closed under multiplica- 
tion by Y, we have X”‘/Y”E/~’ # n< Y(m). Hence @= Y and (4) holds. 
(4) * (1). This is obvious. El 
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It follows from the previous theorem that the class of power functions is closed 
under addition, multiplication by positive integers, compositions and taking limits 
or infimum. If @ : N + I?+ U { a~} is a superadditive function, then [@I is a power 
function (R’ is the set of all nonnegative real numbers). Also, it follows from the 
previous theorem that if CD is a power function, then @ is of the form Yss;,,, where 
S is a cancellative semigroup (in fact, we will see in the next section that di is even 
a ring power function). 
Examples (Power functions.) Let c>O in fR. We denote by T, the function [cn]. 
For c>O, we define a,(n) to be the greatest integer which is <cn for n >0 and set 
a,(O) = 0. We also define so(n) = 0 for all n 10, thus o0 = ro. We denote by I, the 
function I,(n) = [c(n - log(n + l))] (n E N). By Theorem 3.1, ucr T, and 1, are power 
functions. 
Given a class Q of semigroups, a g-power function is a power function of the 
form Yss;.,, where S is a semigroup in %. For example, we will deal here with Mori 
power functions, root closed power functions, etc. Any Mori semigroup satisfies 
a.c.c.p., in particular it is tl -archimedean, so any Mori power function which is not 
identically 03 is necessarily finite. 
For any function @ : N + fR, we denote by d CD : N + R the function d D(n) = 
@(n + 1) - Q(n) and by 6@ : kd x N -+ R the function 6@(m, n) = @(m + n) - Q(m) - 
Q(n). For example, condition (2) of Theorem 3.1 for the case that @ is finite can 
be stated as 6(@)~0. 
Proposition 3.2. Let @ be a power function and S a cancellative semigroup. Then 
S’ is Mori H S and A@ are both Mori. A similar assertion holds for the following 
properties (besides the Mori property): factoriality, root closure and complete in- 
tegral closure. 
Proof (just for the Mori property as the other cases are similar). For any element 
x in the quotient group of S@, let x= cr(x)p(x), where o(x) is in the quotient group 
of S and p(x) is a generalized monomial. We have S@ is Mori H for any sequences 
(u,) in the quotient group of S@ and (u,) in S@, if U,U~E S@ for 1 si< n, then 
u, u, E S@ for n%=O. Now for x in the quotient group of S@ we have XE S’ # 
o(x) ES and ,u(x) E /1@. Taking into account that o and ,D are semigroup homo- 
morphisms, we obtain our assertion. (In other words, as S@ = Sx/l@, we obtain: 
S@ is Mori e S and II@ are Mori). 0 
In view of the previous proposition, we will formulate some of our results just 
for semigroups of the form /1@, their generalizations follow immediately from the 
proposition. 
Theorem 3.3. Let CD be a finite power function. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
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(1) @ is Mori. 
(2) The function @ satisfies the following two properties: 
(i) A@ is bounded. 
(ii) Any infinite set ZC iN has a finite subset F such that for all m E iN, 
min{b@(m, k): k E I} = min{b@(m, k): k E F}. 
(3) The semigroup A@ is Mori. 
We proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.3 after the following two lemmas: 
Lemma 3.4. Each of the following conditions is equivalent o condition (2)(ii) of 
Theorem 3.3: 
(ii)’ There are no sequences of positive integers (k,, k2, . ..) and (ml,m2, . ..) such 
that for all n, 6@(m,, k,) < &D(m,, k;) for 15 i< n. 
(ii)” Zf (k,, k,, . ..) and (m,, m2, . ..) are sequences of positive integers, then there 
is an n,> 0 such that 6@(m,, k,,) L 6@(m,,, k;) for all n 2 no and some 15 is n. 
Zn conditions (ii)’ and (ii)“, we may add the requirement hat the sequences 
(k,, k2,... ) and (ml,mZ, . ..) are strictly increasing. Furthermore, in conditions 
(2)(ii), (ii)’ and (ii)“, we may replace 6@(m, k) by @(m + k) - G(k). 
Proof. As the proof is routine, we just prove, as an illustration, that condition (ii) 
with the additional requirement that the sequences (k,, k2, . ..) and (m,,m2, . ..). are 
strictly increasing implies condition (2)(ii) of Theorem 3.3. Assume that condition 
(2)(ii) does not hold with respect to an infinite subset Z of N. We then inductively 
define elements k, of Z and positive integers m, such that d@(m,, k,) <&P(m,, kj) 
foralllli<n. Wetakee.g.m,=k,=l.Letn>landletk, ,..., k,_,,m, ,..., m,_l 
be already defined. As property (2)(ii) does not hold with respect to I, there are 
positive integers m, and k, such that 6@(m,, k,)<min;,, 6@(m,, kj). Thus we 
have obtained sequences (k,, k,, . ..) and (m,,m,, . ..) contradicting condition (ii)‘. In 
order to obtain strictly increasing sequences, we notice that the integers ki are 
distinct and likewise for the mi. Hence there is a sequence i, <i, < .a. of positive in- 
tegers such that both sequences (k,,, k,, . . .) and (m,,, miZ, .. .) are strictly increasing, 
contradicting condition (ii)‘. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let @ be a finite power function. Let u=Xm/YS and u=X”/Y’ be 
monomials in A@. Let r=d@(m,n). Then Y’ 1 uv in A@. 
Proof. We have (uu)/Y’=Xm+‘/Ys+‘+‘. Since .ss Q(m) and ts Q(n), we obtain 
that s+ t+r<@(m)+ @(n)+&B(m,n)=@(m+n). Hence (uo)/y’~/I’, that is 
Y’ 1 201 in /1’. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. (1) * (2). Let @ = Ys; xy, where S is a Mori semigroup. 
For all n 20 we have y { P/y ‘00 Hence by the analog of [7, Corollary 2.11 for . 
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semigroups, there is an r>O such that y’ 7 x. (x”/y ‘@I) =x”+r/y@@) for all n. It 
follows that x”“/Y @(n)+r@S, so @@+I)--@(n)<r. As @(n+l)-@(n)rO for all 
n, we conclude that d@ is bounded, so condition (2)(i) holds. 
Let Z be an infinite subset of N. Let T be the set (xk/y@@): k~l}, which is con- 
tained in S. As S is Mori, there is a finite subset TO of T such that (S : T) = (S : TO). 
Let F be a finite set of natural numbers such that T,, = {~~/y@(~): k EF}. Assume 
that condition (2)(ii) does not hold with respect to I. So for some rn in N, for some 
k in I, and for all r in F, we have h := 6@(m, k)<a@(m,r). Hence @(m +r)? 
@(m)+@(r)+h+l, so (~~/y@@)+~+l ). (x”/y”“) E S for all r in F. Since h = 
6@(m,k), we have @(m+k)<@(m)+@(k)+h+l, so (~,/,~(~)‘~“).(x~/y~(~))as, 
contradicting the fact that (S : T) = (S : TO). Thus condition (2)(ii) holds. 
(2) * (3). Set M=/l@. Since the semigroup M,= M is factorial, we conclude 
from the analog of [8, Theorem 1.51 for semigroups that the Mori property of M 
is equivalent to the following two conditions (cf. Theorem 2.1 above): 
(1) For any monomial u in M not divisible by Y in M, there is an rz 1 (which 
depends just on u) such that if u EM and Y { u, then Y’ 7 uu. 
(2) For any r? 1, the semigroup M/MY’ satisfies CCL. 
We now check condition (1). Fix u in M such that Y 7 u, thus u = (Xm/Y’@)) 
for some m 11. We note that @(m + k) - D(m) - G(k) = (C y!, d @(k + i)) - Q(m) 
is bounded since m is fixed. Let r> @(m + k) - Q(m) - Q(k) for all k. It follows that 
if u = (Xk/YQck)) is in M, then Y’ 7 uu. 
We now check condition (2). Let TL 1 and u,, u, be elements of M such that 
U,,U~E MY’ for 1 <i<n. We have to show that U,U, EMY’ for n%O. We may 
assume that for all n the monomials u, and u, are not divisible by Y; so let 
u, = (Xmn/Y’(mfi)) and u, = (Xsn/Y”sn’). Using condition (2)(ii)“, we see that 
6~(m,,s,)16~(m,,sj)lr for n&O and some I<i<n. By Lemma 3.5, Y’( u,,u, 
for n+O and condition (2) holds. 
(3) * (1). Since @ is a power function, by Theorem 3.1(4), @ = !P*Q, so @ is 
Mori. q 
Remark 3.6. Condition (1) in the previous proof is equivalent to condition (2)(i) of 
Theorem 3.3 (that is, boundedness of O@) and condition (2) of the proof (that is, 
the CC’ in the semigroup M/MY’ for every r) is equivalent to condition (2)(ii) of 
Theorem 3.3. 
Lemma 3.7. Let @ be a semigroup power function such that limm,,,.,, &D(m, 
n)= 03. Let M=A’. Then for any r, the semigroup M/MY’ satisfies CCL. 
Proof. Let r be fixed. Assume that M/MY’ does not satisfy CC’, and so there are 
elements u, and u, in M such that u, Ui E MY’ for 1 I i < n, but u, U, $ MY’ for all 
n. Let mO and no be positive integers such that &B(m, n)zr for m 5 m, and nlno. 
For a given positive integer k, there are just finitely many monomials u = (X’/Y’) 
in M with SI k and Y’ 7 u in M, because in this case -r< t I G(s)< Q(k). Clearly 
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the monomials u, are distinct and so are the v,. Therefore, since the elements u, 
and v, are not divisible by Y’, we may assume that deg,(u,)rm, and deg,(v,)r 
no for all n. By Lemma 3.5, Y’I v,u, for all n, a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 3.8. Let @ be a finite power function with the following properties: 
(1) d @ is bounded. 
(2) lim m+m,n+m G@(m,n)=w. 
Then A* is Mori. In particular, @ is a Mori power function. 
Proof. The proposition follows from Theorem 3.3 and its proof using the previous 
lemma. 0 
Let @ : IN -+ I?+ be a function. The conditions of the previous proposition are 
satisfied by @ if and only if they are satisfied by [@I. Thus, if @ satisfies these condi- 
tions and is superadditive, then [@I is a Mori subsemigroup power function. In this 
way, we obtain, by the previous proposition, the following: 
Corollary 3.9. For any c>O, the semigroup A” is Mori and so 1, is a Mori 
semigroup power function. 0 
For any power function @, we denote SUP,~, @(n)/n by c@. Thus, if co is finite, 
@ I t,, . In general, co is not necessarily finite for @ finite, e.g. for Q(n) =n2. 
Clearly for Sp = 1,) oc or TV, we have c = cQ . 
Proposition 3.10. Let @ be a finite power function. Then lim, ~ oD @(n)/n = cG and 
C@I sup A@. If CD is not identically 0, then c,> 0. 
Proof. Set c= co. First assume that c is finite. For given E>O, let m be such that 
@(m)/m >c- E. Let n >m, and divide n by m with remainder, say n = km + r. 
Thus n < (k + 1)m. We have @(n)/n 1 @(km)/(k + 1)m = @(km)/km + k/k + 12 
k@(m)/km - k/k + 1 > (c - E) + k/k + 1. Hence @(n)/n > c - E for n + 0, and so 
lim, + o3 @(n)/n =c@. If c= 03, a similar argument shows that @(n)/n is arbitrarily 
large for n %O, that is, lim,, m @(n)/n = 00. 
We have Q(n) = cri: d@(i)ln(sup d@) for all n>O, so c,~sup d@. 
By definition, co = sup, @(n)/n, so c,> 0 if @ $0. 0 
It follows from the previous proposition that if @ is a function such that [@I is 
a power function and the limit lim, -_) _ d @ exists, then this limit equals clol . For 
example, such is the case for the functions cn and c(n - log(n + 1)). Also, it follows 
easily from the previous proposition that if @ and !P are power functions with finite 
co and cy, then co, y=cOcy. 
Proposition 3.11. Let c>O be rational. Then ATc is a finitely generated semigroup. 
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Proof. Let c=p/q, where p and q are positive integers. Set F= {Xi/Yrc(‘): 
15 ilq} U {Y}. We claim that F is a set of generators for _4Tc. Clearly FC ATc. 
Let Xm/Y” ~/1~~; thus nl cm. Divide m by q with remainder, say m =rq + i, where 
Oli<q. We have m(p/q)=rp+i(p/q)>n. Thus n-rp~ci, so n-rprr,(i). 
Hence Xm/Yn = (Xq/Yp)r(Xi/Yrc(i)) YTc(i)-((n-rp), so Xm/Y” belongs to the sub- 
semigroup generated by F. 0 
Let @ : N + R+ be any function. We define the following two functions from N 
to NU{w}: 
Q*(m) =;F; ,‘:k [@(km+r)/k], 6(m) = sup [@(km)/k]. 
k>O “,::: 
It is easily shown using superadditivity (see Theorem 3.1 above) that if @ is a 
finite power function, then 6 and @* are power functions. Moreover, for any func- 
tion 0: N+iR+, we have @* = [@*I = [@I * and likewise for 6 (this follows from 
the fact that for any real number a and positive integer k we have [a/k] = [[al/k]). 
Proposition 3.12. Let S be a cancellative semigroup, CD : N ---* F?’ a function such 
that [@I is a power function. Then (S”j = (9)‘. 
Proof. Note that S’ is a semigroup because S@ = Sl@l and [@I is a power function. 
If S#/l, then (S’j=s^x(A@j and (s^)‘=~x~‘, so it is enough to prove that 
(A@ j=b. Set M=/l@. Let Xm/Y” be a monomial in M. We have Xm/Y”~ 
A2 # (Xm/Y”)k~M for some positive k # [@(mk)/k] Ln for some positive 
k # &(m)>n. Hence i@=/1’ and the proposition follows. 0 
Proposition 3.13. Let CD be a finite power function. Then @ is root closed if and 
only if @ = 6. 
Proof. Let @ be root closed. Then @ = Yss;x,y, where S is root closed. By the argu- 
ment in the proof of the previous proposition, we see that for all m and n, 
@(m)rn t) x”‘/y’~S t) 6(m)rn. Hence @= 6. 
Conversely, assume that @ = 6. By Theorem 3.1, we have @ = Y**. But /1@ is 
root closed by the previous proposition, so @ is root closed. 0 
Proposition 3.14. Let S be a cancellative semigroup, @ : N + I?+ a function such 
that [CD] is a power function. We have (S@)* = (S*)(‘*). 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.11, it is enough to prove that (A’)* = 
A(@*). A monomial X”/Y” is almost integral over A’ if and only if for some r>O 
and all k>O, X’(X”/Y”)k~(l’; equivalently, Xm/Y * E M and @(r + mk) 1 nk for 
some r and for all k, which means @*(m)rn. This implies the proposition. q 
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We conclude from Propositions 3.12 and 3.14 that $5 @* for any finite power 
function @. 
Similarly to Proposition 3.13, a finite power function @ is c.i.c. if and only if 
@=@*. 
The next proposition follows from Proposition 3.10. 
Proposition 3.15. For any finite power function @, we have c6 = cQ* = c@. 0 
The next proposition follows easily from the definitions. Notice that in this pro- 
position we have the same c throughout, which is natural in view of Proposition 
3.15. 
Proposition 3.16. For any ~20, oC= 8, and a,*= r,*= fc= t,. 0 
Proposition 3.17. Let ~10. Then the function r, is Mori H the function o, is 
Mori e c is rational. 
Proof. Let c> 0 be rational. For n = 1,2, . . . let u, be elements of the quotient group 
of /lrc ( = the set of all generalized monomials) and U, be elements of /lTc such that 
u, Ui ~/1’~ for 1 I i< n and all n. Let K be a field. By Proposition 3.11, the domain 
K[ATc] is noetherian and thus Mori. Hence for n%O, the elements u,u, are in 
K[ATc] and so in Arc. It follows that Arc is a Mori semigroup and so r, is a Mori 
power function (using the terminology of the next section, rc is a Mori ring power 
function and so a Mori semigroup power function). 
We now prove that (T, is Mori. Clearly da, is bounded, so condition (2)(i) of 
Theorem 3.3 holds. We now check condition (2)(ii) of this theorem. Let c=p/q, 
where p and q are positive integers. Let Z be an infinite subset of N. Let FC Z be 
a set of representatives for Z modulo q. For a given k in I, let k0 be in N and r in 
Fsuch that k=k,q+r. We have ck=pkO+crandpkOis an integer, hence o,(m+k)- 
a,(k) = a,(m + r) - a,(r) for any m in N, thus 6o,(m, k) = &r,(m, r). By Theorem 
3.3, we conclude that oc is Mori for c rational. 
Now assume that c>O is irrational. We construct sequences of positive integers 
(k,, kz, . . . ) and (mr,m2, . ..) such that o,(m,, k,)<a,(m,, ki) for all 1 I i<n, so 
t,= oC is not Mori by Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.4(ii)‘. It is enough to show that 
for any positive integers kl, . . . , k, there are positive integers m and k such that 
[c(m + k)] - [ck] < [c(m + k,)] - [Cki] for 1 I isn. As c is irrational, there exists a 
positive integer m such that cm - [cm] > maxi ci5n (1 - ckj + [ck,]) (notice that 
0<maxl,i5n (l-cki+[ck;])<l). Hence [c(m+ki)]=[cm]+[Cki]+l for l~i~n. 
On the other hand, as c is irrational, there exists a positive integer k such that 
ck - [ck] < 1 - cm + [cm]. Hence [c(m + k)] = [cm] + [ck] and [cm] = [c(m + k)] - 
[ck]<[cm]+l=[c(m+k;)]-[cki] for lliln. 0 
Lemma 3.18. Let @ be a power function such that c := co is finite. Then 62~~. 
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Proof. Let c>O. For a given m, we have limk, m @(km)/k= cm by Proposition 
3.10. Hence sup, @(km)/kzcm>a,(m). Thus for some k, @(km)/k> o,(m), so 
[@(mk)/k] 2 a,(m). If follows that 6’(m) = supk [@(km)/m] 2 o,(m). 0 
Note that in the notation of the previous lemma, we have (T,I $5 @*r 5,. (In- 
deed, we have @or,, and so @*17,*=7, by Proposition 3.16.) 
Proposition 3.19. Let CD be a power function such that c := cQ is finite, Q(n) < cn 
for all n>O and lim,,, (cn-@(n))=a. Then @*=6=oC. 
Proof. By the previous lemma, we have $2 oC. As lim,, m (cn - Q(n)) = 03, we 
have for a given r and for kg0 that @(km + r)/k<cm, so [@(km + r)/k] I a,(m). 
It follows that Q*(m) = suprE N infkEN,k,O [@(km+r)/k]<a,(m). As @*z&z 
(i,> @*, we conclude that @ * = 6 = 0,. 0 
The assumption @(n)<cn for all n in the previous proposition is equivalent to 
@Sci,. 
Proposition 3.20. Let c > 0. Then: 
(1) L=l;=a,. 
(2) z**=r,. 
Proof. (1) follows from Proposition 3.19, while (2) follows from (1) and Proposi- 
tion 3.16. 0 
Proposition 3.21. Let c>O. 
(1) For c rational, I,* = [ is Mori, but is not c.i.c. 
(2) For c irrational, I,* = L is not Mori, but is c.i.c. 
Proof. (1) follows from Proposition 3.20(l), Proposition 3.17 and Proposition 
3.16. 
(2) follows from Proposition 3.20(2), Proposition 3.17 and Proposition 3.16. 
0 
Let Y={(a,: c?O} and S={7,: cr0). 
Proposition 3.22. B U ZT is the set of all finite root closed power functions and g 
is the set of all finite c.i.c. power functions. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.16, we see that it is enough to show that any finite root 
closed power function @ is in B U 9T Let c = c@. Using Proposition 3.10, we obtain 
for any positive integer m, Q(m) = 6(m) =sup kzl [@(km)/k]zsup, ((@(km)/k)-l)? 
limk _ o. ((@(km)/k)-l)=cm-1. Hence c is finite. As c=sup, (@(n)/n), we see 
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that @ I rc. If @ I oc, we have @ = o, by Lemma 3.18. Assume that this is not the 
case. So for some k, we have Q(k)> o,(k). Hence ck< Q(k). Since @< rc, it 
follows that Q(k) =ck (of course in this case c is rational). We have G(n)= 
~(n)2[~(kn)/k]2[n~(k)/k]=[nc]=t,(n) for any n. Thus @>T~, so @=r,. 0 
We conclude from the proof of the previous theorem that if @ is a root closed 
power function with cG infinite, then Q(m) = 00 for all m > 0. 
Denote the set {cr,: c2 0 rational} by 9$ and the set (7,: c-2 0 rational} by go. 
In a manner analogous to the ring case, we define a Krull semigroup as a Mori 
c.i.c. semigroup. As a corollary of Propositions 3.17 and 3.22, we obtain the 
following: 
Theorem 3.23. YQ U .9YQ is the set of finite root closed Mori power functions and 
& is the set of all finite Krull power functions. 0 
A factorial semigroup is necessarily Krull, thus any finite factorial power function 
is in To. This proves part of the following theorem, which we prefer nevertheless 
to prove directly: 
Theorem 3.24. The set of all finite factorial power functions is TQ. 
Proof. Let @ # tc, be a finite factorial power function. Then @ = ul,;,, , where S is 
a factorial semigroup. As @ # ro, any prime factor of y necessarily divides x. We 
may assume that x =p;’ ...pFxo and y =pr’ --.pF, where pl, . . . ,pk are nonassociate 
prime elements, u,, . . . , uk are strictly positive, and x0 iS not divisible by p,, . . . ,pk. 
We have for any m and n in kl that Q(m) 2 n H xm/yn ES H mrir nu; for 
1 I is k H n I m * mini (ri/Ui). It follows that @J = rq, where 4 = mini (ri/Ui). 
Conversely, let q>O be rational. Then q = a/b, where a and b are positive in- 
tegers. Let S= (2”: n?O} be the free commutative monoid generated by the in- 
determinate Z. Let x=Z’, y =Zb. We have for any m and n that xm/yn E S # bnr 
am * nlqm. Thus r4=@ps;x,u. As S is factorial, yq is factorial. We have ro= 
Ys;I,z. (Also, ro=@$x,r, where T is the semigroup generated by 1, X and Y.) 
Thus r. is factorial. q 
By Theorem 3.1, a function @ is a power function if and only if @ = Y,,a. Fur- 
thermore, by Theorem 3.3, a finite power function @ is Mori if and only if /1’ is 
Mori. As we have seen, a similar property holds in case we replace the Mori property 
by root closure or by the c.i.c. property. Nevertheless, this property fails for fac- 
toriality. Indeed, the only factorial semigroups of the type /1@ are /IV’ and the 
semigroup generated by 1, X and Y because in a factorial semigroup of this type, 
if Y is not invertible, then it is irreducible and so it is prime. Thus, in contrast to 
Theorem 3.24, the only finite factorial function @ such that @ = YAe is ro. 
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4. Ring power functions 
Let x and y be nonzero elements of a domain A. We define !P*;,, = Ys;,, , 
where S is the multiplicative semigroup A \ (0). By definition, a domain A is 
archimedean H !PA; x,y is finite for all nonzero x, y in A with y noninvertible. 
A function @ : th. + thl U {co} will be called a ring power function if @= YA;x,r 
for some nonzero elements x and y in a domain A. For any domain D and any func- 
tion @ : N + RU {a~}, we denote the domain D[A@] by D@. Using Theorem 3.1 
and noting that for any domain D the set /VI nD@ is the multiplicative closure of 
/1@ (the empty product being equal to l), we obtain the following result. 
Proposition 4.1. Let @ : N --f kd U {co} be a function. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) @ is a ring power function. 
(2) @ is a semigroup power function. 
(3) @ is superadditive. 
(4) 0 = Yea; x, y for any domain D. 
(5) A’= IN1 fl D@ for any domain D. 0 
Clearly in the conditions (4) and (5) of the previous proposition, we can replace 
‘any domain’ by ‘some domain’ and obtain equivalent conditions. 
Given a class Q of domains, a F&power function is a power function of the form 
yA;x,y, where A is a domain in K?. Clearly Mori ring power functions are also 
semigroup Mori power functions. A similar remark holds also for factorial, root 
closed, or c.i.c. ring power functions. An ideal generated by monomials in a domain 
of the form D[M] with MC M will be called a monomial ideal. 
Proposition 4.2. Let D be any domain and @ a finite power function. The domain 
D@ satisfies a.c.c. on monomial divisorial ideals H @ is a Mori semigroup power 
function H @ satisfies the two properties in Theorem 3.3(2). 
Proof. Clearly an ideal in D@ is monomial and divisorial if and only if it is of the 
form (DO : T), where T is a set of generalized monomials. It readily follows that 
D@ satisfies a.c.c. on monomial divisorial ideals H for any generalized monomials 
v, and elements u, in /1@, if v,u~E/~@ for 1 li<n, then v,u,E/~@ for n%O o the 
semigroup _4@ is Mori. The proposition now follows from Theorem 3.3. q 
We conjecture that a power function is ring Mori if and only if it is semigroup 
Mori if and only if D@ is a Mori domain for any domain D such that D[X, Y] is 
Mori (see the following remark). 
Remark 4.3. For any power function @, we have the following equivalence: D@ 
is a Mori domain for any domain D such that D[X, Y] is Mori # K@ is Mori for 
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any field K. Indeed, if D is a domain such that D[X, Y] is Mori, then D@= 
D]X, r, y-l] nP, where K is the quotient field of D; so if K@ is Mori, then D’ 
is also Mori (note that if D[X, Y] is Mori, then D[X, Y, Y-l] =D[X, Y], is also 
Mori). 
Moreover, for a given domain D, there is a power function @ such that D@ is 
Mori if and only if D[X, Y] is Mori. Indeed if D@ is Mori, then D[X, Y] = 
D@flDIYm/X” 1 mrO,O~n~@(m)] is Mori because the domain D[Ym/X” 1 m20, 
Oln I Q(m)] is isomorphic to the Mori domain D@. On the other hand, D[X, Y] = 
D@, where @=O. 
We order the set of monomials lexicographically by X”1Y”1~Xm2Y”Z o m, I 
m2 and if m, =m2, then n1sn2. 
Lemma 4.4. Let @ : tN --t lR+ be a function with the following properties: 
(1) @ is superadditive. 
(2) The sequence d Q(n) converges. 
Let D be any domain. For a given nonzero element f of A := D@, there is a 
positive integer r such that if Y’ / fg in A for some g in A, then Y 1 g. 
Proof. Let c= lim,,, d Q(n); then c = lim,, a (@(n)/n) = c,@] by Proposition 
3.10. We may assume that c>O. 
For any monomial u =Xm/Yn in A @, define k(u) = cm -n. Let A,= min{A(u): u 
is a monomial occurring in f}. 
Let d’=min{lA(u,)-J.(UZ)/: u, and u2 are monomials occurring in f and 
I(u,)#A(uz)} if the defined set is not empty; otherwise, let d’= 1. Let d= 
min(1, d’). 
We have @(m +s) - Q(s) = cy=!‘d @(s + i) x cm for fixed m and for all s. 
Hence there is a positive integer S, such that if the monomial Xm/Y” occurs in f 
and srs,, then 1 @(m + s) - Q(s) - cm 1 <id. 
As d@ is bounded, by Theorem 3.3 and its proof, there is a positive integer r, 
such that if Yro+’ ( uu, where u is a monomial occurring in f and u e/1@, then 
Y 1 u. Hence if Ym+m I uu, where m is a positive integer and u and u are as above, 
then Y” j u. 
Let r = rO(sO+ 1) and assume that Y’ I fg in A, but Y j’ g. Using the lexico- 
graphical order of monomials, let u. be the least monomial in f and u. the least 
monomial in g. Thus the monomial uouo occurs in fg. It follows that YroCSO+‘) I uouo 
and so YroSO ) u. in A. Also, if u is a monomial in g with deg, u = deg, uo, then, as 
ULU(), we obtain that u. I u and so YroSO ( u. Dropping all the monomials u with 
deg, u = deg, uo, we obtain an element S of A such that deg, u > deg, u. for all 
monomials u occurring in g and YroSD divides both g-g and fg. By iterating this 
procedure at most so times, we obtain an element h of A such that deg, u 2 so for 
any monomial u occurring in h and Y’O divides both g-h and fh. It follows that 
Y{ h. 
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Let z.Q=X~~/Y”~ be a monomial occurring in f with n,(u) =A0 such that 
deg,uo= m. is minimal. Let u. =XSo/Y’” be the least monomial occurring in h 
which is not divisible in A by Y, so to = @(so). We claim that the monomial uouo oc- 
curs in fh. Indeed, assume that u. u. = uu, where u and u occur in f and h respec- 
tively, u=Xm/Y”, u=XS/Y’. Hence m,+s,=m+s and no+to=n+t. We have 
cm, - no > @(mo + so) - @(so) - no - (3d) 
= @(m+s)-to-no-(+d) = @(m+s)-t--_-((td) 
Thus 
so IA(u) - A( <d. It follows that 2(u) = A(uo); that is, cm, - no = cm - n. By the 
choice of uo, we obtain molm. Furthermore, by the above inequalities we obtain 
that 
OS@(s)-t=(@(m+s)-t-n-+d)-(@(m+s)-Q(s)-n-+d)<dll. 
Hence Q(s) = t and u is not divisible by Y. By the choice of uo, we get ~~5s. We 
have mo+so=m+s, mOlm andsOzzs; so mo=m andso=s. Thus uo=u and uo=v. 
This proves that u. u. occurs in fh. Now YrO 1 u. u. and Y 7 uo. This contradiction 
proves that Y 1 h, so y 1 g. 0 
Lemma 4.5. Let R be an algebra over a field K. Let V and W be K-subspaces of 
R such that dim, V< 03 and R = V+ W. If R does not satisfy CC’, then there are 
elements a,, and b, in W (n L 1) such that b, a; = 0 for 15 i < n and b,,a,, # 0 for all n. 
Proof. As R does not satisfy CC’, there are elements yn and x, in R such that 
ynxi = 0 for 1~ i < n and ynx, + 0 for all n. 
Let x,=u,+w, for all n, where u,EV, W,E W. Let ui,...,u, be a set of 
generators for the subspace of V generated by {u,},,i . For n>m, replace x,, by 
x;= x,- EYE, aiXi, where U, = 1 YE 1 ai O, and a; are in K. Thus X; E W for all n > m. 
By considering yn and x; just for n > m, we may assume that x, E W for all n. 
Now, for all n, let y, =s, + t,, where s, E V, t, E W. Let m be such that the 
dimension of Cj2,, KSj is minimal. Hence for nzm, we have 
Cj>n KS,= Cj>m Ksj. Thus S, E Cj>n KS, for n L m. For any n em, replace _vn by 
Y;=_Y,,- Cj,,, PjSj, where s,= Cj,n pjsj. Clearly if nzm, then YkXi=O for 
1 ~i<n and yAx,#O. Moreover, for nzm, yk E W. The lemma now follows. 0 
Lemma 4.6. Let @ be a power function such that lim, _ m, , _ m 6@(m, n) = 03. Let 
D be any domain and let A = D@. Then for any r, the ring A/A Y’ satisfies CC I. 
Proof. Assume that A/AY’ does not satisfy CC’ for some r2 1. Thus there are 
elements g, and f, in A such that g,fiEAY’ for 1 <i<rz, but g,f, $AY’ for all n. 
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Let m. and no be positive integers such that 6@(m, n) 2 r for rn 1 m. and n 2 no. For 
a given k, there are just finitely many monomials u=(XS/Y’) with ss k and 
Y’ 7 U, because -r< ts @(@I G(k) (see the proof of Lemma 3.7). By Lemma 4.5, 
we may assume that degx ulmO for any monomial u occurring in some f, and 
deg, u 1 no for any monomial u occurring in some g, . By Lemma 3.5, Y’ 1 g, f, for 
all n, a contradiction. Cl 
Proposition 4.1. Let @ : N + fR+ be a function with the following properties: 
(1) @ is superadditive. 
(2) The sequence A G(n) converges. 
(3) limm,,,.+, Wm,n)=m. 
Then D@ is Mori for any domain D such that D[X, Y] is Mori. In particular, 
is a Mori power function. 
[@I 
Proof. By Remark 4.3, it is enough to prove that K@ is Mori for a field K . In 
order to prove that A := K@ is Mori, we check the conditions of [8, Theorem 1.51 
for a= Y. 
As K is a field, Ay= K[X, Y, Y-l] is factorial, so condition (1) of [8, Theorem 
1.51 holds. 
Condition (2) of [8, Theorem 1.51 holds by Lemma 4.6, and condition (3) of [8, 
Theorem 1.51 holds by Lemma 4.4. Cl 
Corollary 4.8. For any c> 0 and any domain D such that D[X, Y] is Mori, the do- 
main DC is Mori. 
Proof. The conditions of the previous proposition with respect to the func- 
tion Q(n) := c(n - log(n + 1)) are immediately checked; in particular, we have 
lim, + m A@(n)=c. 0 
For any domain D we denote the total root-closure of D in its quotient field by 
fi. We denote integral closure by -. 
Proposition 4.9. Let D be any domain and @ : N -+ fR+ a function such that [@)I is 
a power function. Then (0°F = (0)’ and D@=(D)‘. 
Proof. Let M=A@. By [l, Corollary 2.51, (D[M])^=D[A?] and by [4, Corollary 
12.111, D[M] =D[&?]. The proposition now follows from Proposition 3.12. 0 
Proposition 4.10. Let @ be a finite ring power function. The following properties 
are equivalent: 
( 1) @ is ring root closed. 
(2) @ is semigroup root closed. 
(3) @ is ring integrally closed. 
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(4) For any root closed domain D, the domain D@ is root closed. 
(5) For any integrally closed domain D, the domain D’ is integrally closed. 
(6) @= 6. 
Proof. Clearly (1) 3 (2). The proposition now follows from the previous proposi- 
tion and Proposition 3.13 taking into account the fact that @ = Yoe:x.~ for any do- 
main D. 0 
Proposition 4.11. (D@)* = (D*)‘* for any domain D and any finite power function @. 
Proof. The proposition follows from [4, Corollary 12.71 and Proposition 3.14 (cf. 
the proof of Proposition 4.9). 0 
Similarly to Proposition 4.10, we have the following: 
Proposition 4.12. Let @ be a power function. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) @ is ring c.i.c. 
(2) @ is semigroup c. i.e. 
(3) For any c.i. c. domain D, the domain D@ is c.i.c. 
(4) @=@“. 0 
Werecallthatg={(a,:crO) and~={(z,:c~0}.FromPropositions4.10,4.12 
and 3.22 we obtain: 
Proposition 4.13. 9 U g is the set of allfinite ring root closedpowerfunctions and 
9 is the set of allfinite ring c.i.c. power functions. We may replace here ‘root clos- 
ed’ by ‘integrally closed’. 0 
Proposition 4.14. Let ~20 and let D be a domain such that D[X, Y] is Mori. Then 
the domain D’< is Mori e the function 5, is ring Mori * the function ‘5, is 
semigroup Mori H the domain DO< is Mori e the function or is ring Mori H the 
function oC is semigroup Mori N c is rational. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 3.17 and Remark 4.3, all we have to prove is that 
if K is a field and c>O is rational, then the domains Krc and KuC are Mori. By 
Proposition 3.11, the domain KTc is noetherian. Let Z be the ideal generated in KTC 
by the set I1”< \ { 1). Clearly K’lC = K+ Z. As Krc is noetherian, the ideal Z is Mori 
by [8, Proposition 4.41 and so Ku< is Mori (see the remarks after Theorem 4.15 in 
PI). •I 
Using Propositions 4.13 and 4.14 we obtain the following: 
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Theorem 4.15. YQ U g, is the set of finite root closed ring Mori power functions 
and gQ is the set of all finite Krull ring power functions. 0 
Moreover, we have: 
Theorem 4.16. The set of all finite factorial ring power functions equals .9$. 0 
Proposition 4.17. Let c be a positive constant and let K be a field. 
(1) KTC is Mori H c is rational. 
(2) KrC is c.i.c. 
(3) KaC is Mori (1 c is rational. 
(4) KaC is c. i.c. * c is irrational. 
(5) KaC is integrally closed. 
(6) K’< is Mori. 
(7) (K+fi=(K’~)*=KOc. 
(8) (KL)** = KTC. 
Proof. (1) and (3) follow from Proposition 4.14. (2) and (4) follow from Proposi- 
tions 4.12 and 4.13. (5) follows from Propositions 4.10 and 4.13. (6) follows from 
Corollary 4.8. (7) follows from Propositions 4.9, 4.11 and 3.20. (8) follows from 
Propositions 4.11 and 3.20. 0 
The previous proposition provides us the desired examples. Indeed, let K be a 
field. Let c>O and let A = K”; thus A is Mori. We have 
(1) For c rational, A*=A is Mori, but is not c.i.c. 
(2) For c irrational, A*=A is not Mori, but is c.i.c. 
(3) For positive constants a and 6, where a is rational and b is irrational, the do- 
main B := (K’o)‘~ is Mori, but B* is neither Mori, nor c.i.c. 
Indeed, B is Mori by Corollary 4.8 (notice that K’.[X, Y] rK[X, Y]‘o is Mori). 
The domain B* is not Mori because ll= 7b is not semigroup Mori. B* is not c.i.c. 
because BG (Klb)10 and 1, is not c.i.c. Notice that B = K[A’o x A’b] E K’” OK K’b. 
In particular, we see that the integral closure of a Mori domain is not necessarily 
Mori, thus answering a question of Professor Evan G. Houston (University of 
North Carolina at Charlotte). We recall that in [2] it was proved that the integral 
closure of a Mori domain is not necessarily c.i.c. 
Proposition 4.18. Let A be a root closed Mori domain of the type D*, where D* 
is Mori. Then A* is Krull. 
Proof. We may assume that @ f 0 is finite. By Theorem 4.15, for some positive ra- 
tional number c, @ = crc or @ = 7c. By Proposition 4.11, A*= (D*)@*. Hence by 
Proposition 3.16, A* = (D*)7c. As D is Mori and seminormal, D* is c.i.c. by 
Theorem 1.6 and so D* is Krull. Hence A*=(D*)5c is c.i.c. Since D*[X, Y] is 
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Krull, we obtain by Remark 4.3 and Proposition 4.17(l), that A* is Mori. We con- 
clude that A* is Krull. 0 
We recall from [3] that if A is a Mori domain such that (A : A*) #O, then A* is 
Krull. In spite of these positive results, we conjecture that the complete integral 
closure of a root closed, or even integrally closed, Mori domain is not necessarily 
Krull. Equivalently, it is not necessarily Mori. 
Let K be a field. Any domain A of the type K@ is two-dimensional. Indeed, by 
[4, Theorems 17.1 and 21.41, dim K@= dim K[A@] is the torsion-free rank of the 
quotient group of /1@ which is 2 (this proof as many other suggestions and im- 
provements is due to the referee). 
In [6, Example 11, the domain A = K[{X’“+’ Y”(2”+1) 1 n L 0}] (which satisfies the 
property A*#A**) is not Mori (here K is a field). To show that A is not Mori it 
is enough to prove that for a fixed n>3 and r%O, (XrY)(X2”+1Y”(2”+1))~A and 
for a fixed r20 and ns0, (X’Y)(X 2n+1Yn(2n+1))gA (indeed, in this case we can 
construct a double sequence (ui,ui), where ui are of the form X’Y, ui are of the 
form X 2n+1Yn(2n+1), ujuj~A for i<j and oiu;$A for all i). 
First fix n ~3. Since n I 3, we have 1 + n(2n + 1) > 17, so there is a representation 
of the form 1 + n(2n + 1) = 3a + lob, where a and b are nonnegative integers. Since 
the elements X3Y3 and X’Y lo are in A, we obtain for r? 3a+ 5b that 
(X’Y)(X 
2n+lyn(2n+l9 = Xr+2n+l~3a-56(X3y3)a(X5y10)bEA* 
(By this argument we see that for a fixed n L 18 and r+ 0, X’Y” EA.) 
Now for a given r, let n>r2 be such that (X’Y)(X2”+1Y”(2”+1)) EA. There are 
0 I kj< n (not necessarily distinct) such that 
We have C(2ki+1)=2n+r+l and Ck;(2kj+1)=n(2n+1)+1; thus k;<n, 0< 
2ki+lr2n-l for all i and 
C (2ki + 1)2 = 2(2 nZ+n+1)+2n+r+1 =4n2+4n+r+3. 
Let ai, . . . . a, be integers such that 0 < ai< 2n for all i, C ai = 2n + r + 1, and C a; 
is maximal under these conditions. Clearly t 22. If i#j, we may assume that 
ai + aj> 2n, otherwise we may replace aj and aj by ai + aj and SO increase the sum 
C a,‘. It follows that ai> n for all i except at most one index. Since n >r, we get 
ts3, thus t=2 or 3. We may assume that n<a,<a2. Hence in case t=3, we have 
a3<r. In any case, since r+lsn<a,sa,s2n and a,+a,s2n+r+l, we obtain 
that af + a: 5 (2n)2 + (r + 1)2. Since n > r2, it follows that C a; 5 4n2 + (r + 1)2 + 
r2<4n2+4n+r+3. Thus C(2k,+1)2<4n2+4n+r+3, a contradiction. Hence 
(X’Y)(X 2n+1Yn(2n+1))@A for a given r and n>r2. This concludes the proof of our 
claim that A is not Mori. 
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